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Abstract 

Crowdfunding is a new and alternative way of funding that is suddenly taking a lot of strength, 

more people are choosing it as a mean to make their ideas a reality. The present article is an 

investigation result and it will show the reader the main characteristics about crowdfunding, 

showing its advantages and disadvantages and how it has been regulated around the world, 

focusing primarily on Colombia. 
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Introduction 

Crowdfunding is known as a way of funding in which “large numbers of ordinary people invest 

small amounts online to fund early startups”1. Basically, crowdfunding is about an inventor or 

entrepreneur who puts his project in an online platform and completely strangers start to give him 

money to fund his idea. All over the world there are many crowd funding platforms (CFPs). 
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. 
1 Brian Cohen & Jhon Kador,  What every angel investor wants you to know (New York: Mc. Graw Hill, 2013) 
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Table1: http://www.crowdfunding.nl/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/92834651-Massolution-abridged-Crowd-Funding-

Industry-Report1.pdf 

This essay will explain crowdfunding as a new alternative of funding, both in the world and in 

Colombia. It is divided in 3 chapters, the first one is about the definition of crowdfunding, a brief 

history of it, the crowdfunding models and initiatives and the main platform that actually exist. 

Chapter 2 is about crowdfunding in Colombia, its risks in a developing country and the 

expectations of the government to the future. Finally, in chapter 3 we will expose pros and cons 

about this alternative of funding. 

 

 

http://www.crowdfunding.nl/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/92834651-Massolution-abridged-Crowd-Funding-Industry-Report1.pdf
http://www.crowdfunding.nl/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/92834651-Massolution-abridged-Crowd-Funding-Industry-Report1.pdf
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Chapter 1: What is Crowdfunding?  

Crowdfunding is the process to raise money through publicizing products or services on a Web-

Based platform. The person who offers the product or service raises money through contributions 

from strangers by creating an appealing web-site presentation and offering rewards for early orders 

of the product or accessories that complement the order2.  Crowdfunding is a positive way to get 

funding for entrepreneurs because they could use the contributions from the people online to 

develop their projects with a low cost of capital. 

Following the European Commission’s concept “Crowdfunding is an emerging alternative form 

of financing that connects those who can give, lend or invest money directly with those who need 

financing for a specific project. It usually refers to public online calls to contribute finance to 

specific projects”3. Indeed, the European Commission has a Crowdfunding Stake Holders forum 

this one assists the commission to develop policies for crowdfunding. The Commission also 

elaborates studies and reports about possibilities and risks of investment through crowdfunding, 

these actions allow the commission to respond correctly if closer alignment between national 

regulations becomes necessary, also to promote the development of the sector and to ensure 

appropriate protection of investors.  

The World Bank also defines crowdfunding as “an Internet-enabled way for businesses or other 

organizations to raise money in the form of either donations or investments from multiple 

individuals.”  

                                                           
2 Rogers, Steven, Entrepreneurial finance and business strategies for the serious entrepreneur (New York, Mc. 

Graw Hill, 2014) 
3 European Commission, Crowdfunding, https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/growth-and-

investment/financing-investment/crowdfunding_en , (visitado por última vez el 3 de octubre de 2017) 
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Crowdfunding history: 

To talk about the beginnings of crowdfunding, it is important to emphasize that crowdfunding is a 

micro financing and “the roots of this micro financing can be traced back to the 1700s when it was 

once called an Irish Loan Fund. Founded by Jonathan Swif these loans were given to low income 

families in rural areas. These loans gained in popularity and peaked in the 1800s where over 20% 

of all Irish households held an Irish Loan Fund. The idea of micro financing did not stop in Ireland. 

The popular idea found its way to Bangladesh, India in 1976 where Dr. Mohammed Yunus 

provided banking opportunities to low income families on the same concept of the Irish Loan. 

Within five years of it inception, Dr. Yunus’ banking program grew to over 30,000 members from 

the original 42 females. In 1983, the original idea made a transformation from the small program 

into what is known today as Grameen Bank ” 4.  

The first crowdfunding account belongs to the Marillion, a British rock band, who received almost 

60.000 dollars of donations from their fans in 1997. They gave the donations to go on a reunion 

tour. In the U.S.A. this alternative of funding emerges from the idea of Brian Camelio, musician 

and computer programmer who, after seeing the success of Marillion, creates in 2003 the website 

“ArtistShare” where musicians could gain contributions and donations from their fans. The 

musicians used that money to produce digital records and music videos that they uploaded to the 

website. “ArtistShare’s first crowdfunding project was Maria Schneider’s jazz album “Concert in 

a Garden.” Schneider offered a tiered system of rewards. For a $9.95 contribution, for example, a 

                                                           
4 Don B.III Bradley & Charles Luong, Crowdfunding: a new opportunity for small business and entrepreneurship, 

95-104, http://www.alliedacademies.org/articles/eevol1912014.pdf#page=105 

, (University of Central Arkansas, 19., 2014) 
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backer got to be among the first customers to download the album upon its release in 2004” 5. Then 

ArtistShare was the first online platform who allows artist to receive money directly from their 

fans, and that is why it was very successful at the time.   

Certainly, after the success of ArtistShare, many other platforms emerged and many others models 

of crowdfunding. For example, Debt-based crowdfunding emerged almost 4 years later than the 

first platform as an investment vehicle that lets individual borrowers to apply for not backed by 

collateral loans, and if these loans were accepted by the platform borrow money from the people 

(“The crowd”) then pay it back with interest. Another good case is donation crowdfunding that 

emerged with charity organizations who began to collect donations through crowdfunding in 2010. 

A pioneer of donation crowdfunding platform is “GoFundme”, launched in 2010, is a platform 

who allows the users to upload their charity projects and receive donations from strangers, also it 

takes 5 percent of each donation and it charges the users a processing fee for each transaction. 

GoFoundme has enabled its users to raise $120 million in 350 campaigns from 1.4 million donors, 

and in October 2015 its campaigns have reached 1 billion6. 

Nowadays crowdfunding is known as an excellent method of financing and is well accepted 

especially in the United States and in England where entrepreneurs find in crowdfunding a cheaper 

way to get funding that credit. For example, in USA in April 2012 President Barack Obama signed 

the Jumpstart Our Business Startups (JOBS), “the crowdfunding bill”, into law. This law tries to 

                                                           
5 David M. Freedman &Matthew R. Nutting, A Brief History of Crowdfunding Including Rewards , 

http://www.freedman-chicago.com/ec4i/History-of-Crowdfunding.pdf, (visitado por última vez el 3 de octubre de 

2017).  

 
6 David M. Freedman &Matthew R. Nutting, A Brief History of Crowdfunding Including Rewards 

http://www.freedman-chicago.com/ec4i/History-of-Crowdfunding.pdf, (visitado por última vez el 3 de octubre de 

2017). 
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reduce the regulations on small businesses and legalized equity funding7.  As we can see, 

crowdfunding today is one of the best and useful funding alternative.       

Models of Crowdfunding 

As it has been said before, crowdfunding is not a typical way of getting funded, it bases itself on 

receiving donations from people who have an interest on making a project a reality, not because 

they are part of the business itself, but because they like the project and want it to become real. 

Thus, there are multiple ways that crowdfunding can be done, in the following sentences we are 

going to explain the models that you can use to crowdfund an initiative. 

1. Good-cause or donation crowdfunding: This model is 100% based on good causes. 

Basically, people all over the world contribute by donating to projects that are represented as 

having positive moral and ethical values. This way of crowdfunding has no financial return, what 

these initiatives offer in return is the intangible value of contributing to make the world a better 

place. Some examples of this model are StartSomeGood and the Facebook cause8. It requires as 

well for the donors to received detailed information about the progress of the project, which may 

help to keep them interested and making them more kind to make future donations  

2. Reward-based crowdfunding: This model is based on investors sending small amounts of 

money to support a project and, in exchange they received a pre-determined reward or perk, T-

shirts, credits in a movie, etc. Usually, the product is not given as a reward (Cohen & Kador, 2013). 

                                                           
7 Don B.III Bradley & Charles Luong, Crowdfunding: a new opportunity for small business and entrepreneurship. 

http://www.alliedacademies.org/articles/eevol1912014.pdf#page=105 

, (University of Central Arkansas, 19. 95-104, 2014) 

 

 
8 Brian Cohen & Jhon Kador,  What every angel investor wants you to know (New York: Mc. Graw Hill, 2013) 
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This model works on low funding, as funding grows, the model may change into equity 

crowdfunding or debt-based crowdfunding. 

3. Inventor-based crowdfunding: Inventors request incremental seed money to start their 

invention, so, the inventors describe what they want to create to attract people who are interested 

in donating money. It can be done by online monetary pledges or simply by donating just to see 

the invention become a reality. The biggest advantage that this model has is that project backers 

do not expect to be paid back or received any ownership interest in the project and that the owner 

of the project gets funding without getting tied up with onerous state, federal or international 

regulations in the process9 

4. Sponsorship crowdfunding: The people who fund the project received in exchange publicly 

connection to the project 10. 

5. Pre-order crowdfunding: “Ordinary people make online pledges with their credit cards 

during a campaign, to preorder something that does not yet exist. The promise is that pledges will 

allow the product to be built for subsequent delivery to the people who founded the development. 

Sometimes the products are developed; sometimes they are not. That’s the risk people accept. This 

is ecommerce under a different name. There is no concept of investment” 11 

6. Debt- based or lending crowdfunding: There are two ways in which it can be done, the first 

one is lending without interest: entrepreneurs borrow money from people online and pay them 

back if the project is finished, thus, there is no real investment, best case, people will only receive 

their money back without any interest (Cohen & Kador, 2013). The second one is lending with 

                                                           
9 Ibid. 
10 David Gedda et al,  Crowdfunding: Finding the Optimal Platform for Funders and Entrepreneurs, Technology 

Innovation Management Review, Volume 6, Issue 3 (2016) 
11 Brian Cohen & Jhon Kador,  What every angel investor wants you to know 152 (New York: Mc. Graw Hill, 2013) 
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interest, it means that people will received their money back with interest making it a more 

appealing way of investment.  Lending crowdfunding implies that the site that allows the funding 

for projects is acting as a financial intermediary because it is raising repayable funds from the 

public and guaranteeing that the money will be refund under certain circumstances. 

7. Equity Crowdfunding: This is the first model to reward the risk that crowdfunding implies, 

because the people who invest get the chance to generate some profit in the future. The way it 

operates is, a large number people, who are not accredited as investors, can invest small amounts 

of money for small amounts of equity in early-stage startups.  

The idea of generating some profit may change the way people see crowdfunding considering it 

more as a real investment alternative rather than just charity, and replacing the idea of an angel 

investors. 

 

Table 2: Entrepreneurs' ranked preferences for each crowdfunding model (Gedda, Nilsson, Sathen and Solberg. 2016). 
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Crowdfunding Initiatives: 

There are two general types of Crowdfunding, the first is the one known as “Donation 

crowdfunding” where all the money received contribute toward the target and all donations made 

to the campaign will be sent to the entrepreneur or beneficiary. The second one is known as “Pledge 

or Reward Crowdfunding” where the money won’t be sent to the beneficiary´s bank account unless 

the goal is reached, so the contribution won't be charged from the donor’s credit card until the 

project gets its goal reached.  

There are many web sites where the entrepreneurs create campaigns. The key to getting a 

successful campaign is to establish clear steps to follow. A good plan for the inventor according 

to Steve Rogers, Harvard Business school lecturer:  

1. Plan how a crowdfunding campaign fits into the inventor’s goal    

2. Plan the crowdfunding campaign preparing the splash video or instruction videos that 

explain what the project is about. At this point, the inventor has to prepare the reward give 

to different levels of pledges. 

3.  Plan how the inventor will deliver what he promised 

4. Choose a platform. There are many platforms online where people create and run their 

campaigns. 

5. Choose a location  

6. Prepare the social media network and the public relations team  

7. Prepare the digital media network 

8. Prepare the nearby geographical network  

9. Launch the campaign  

10. Fulfill on the legal requirements, this is very important during and after the campaign  
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11.  Decide whether to accept the funds or not  

12. Publicize the results on social media. 

The process of creating a financing campaign is not hard. However, it is long and it is necessary 

that the creator is very aware of the details that the campaign must contain so that it is attractive 

on the internet and for the public to be interested.  

Like everything else in life, getting people interested and contributing their money to a project is 

something that requires effort. However, the results are very satisfactory and as you can see in the 

main platforms of crowdfunding, the successful campaigns have raised much more money than 

initially expected and this has grown the projects to the point of turning them into companies. 

Top Crowdfunding platforms 

Crowdfunding has grown into a very popular way of getting funded, thus, there are thousands of 

websites dedicated to it. Next, we are going to present which are the most important crowdfunding 

sites depending on the model they have adopted. 

Reward: 

1. IndieGoGo: It was founded on 2008 and it allows people to get founding on every kind of 

project or campaign. This site has been more successful with campaigns than any other 

thing, there have been campaigns that have raised up to 100,000 dollars. The main 

attraction of this site is the possibility for the entrepreneur to keep the money raised minus 

a 9% fee, even if the campaign or project fails. 
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2. Kickstarter: This site unlike the IndieGoGo, do not allow the entrepreneur do not allow the 

entrepreneur to keep the money raised and him or her may be liable to for legal damages 

from backers. Kickstarter is a great option for artist or creative projects. 

 

Donations: 

1. GoFundMe: This site helps people raise money to any purpose, therefore it is common for 

people to use this website to raise money for personal issues such as asking help to pay 

medical bills, rebuilding your home, etc. The site charges a fee of 7.9% + $0.30 per 

donation, if the user who is asking for the money does not received any donation, no charge 

is made. This site has help people to raised up to $300,000. 

Lending: 

1. LendingClub: This site allows borrowers to obtain a loan and investors to purchase notes 

backed by payments made on loans. It is a great alternative to get founding because of its 

low interest rate, around 6 to 7%. 

2. SoMoLend: It is a great way to get for managing loans between family and friends, though 

it is open for the general public.  

 

Equity:  

1. CircleUp: It is focused on companies that manufacture or sell consumer products. CircleUp 

allows companies to find equity investors who are looking to profit from the growth of 
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small private companies. It is important to mention that investors take a big risk because 

only half of all small business survive longer than five years. 

2. Seedrs: It is based in the UK and it allows people to invest as little as 10 pounds or euros 

in exchange for equity in the business. 

 

Chapter 2: Crowdfunding legal framework around the world 

In the legal world, there are two big systems of law:  the one known as “Common law” is the 

system of United states, Australia, England and some other countries. Common law is identified 

with an encompassing case- by-case method that emphasizes analogy, context, and "situation 

sense." In fact, rules, as well as case-by-case decision making, are an important part of the common 

law.  It may be that conventionalism is a less celebrated aspect of the common-law meth-od than 

traditionalism because it is-in conception at least-amore uncontroversial, commonsensical idea12. 

The other legal system is known as “Continental Law”. This system has its roots in the France 

revolution and, it is all about codification of the legislation. Under the Continental system the 

congress is the one who makes the laws and the judges apply the laws to the cases 13(Stürnner, 

p190). So, this system is not a case-by-case law, it is about the relevant law that predate the case.  

                                                           
12 David A. Strauss,  Common Law Constitutional Interpretation 3, 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/1600246?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents (University of Chicago,  Law Review Vol. 63, 

1996, visitado por última vez el 3 de octubre de 2017) 
13 Michael Stürnner,  (2007) Tendiendo un puente entre el common law y el derecho continental. ¿Constituyen las 

diferentes metodologías de trabajo un obstáculo contra una mayor armonización del derecho privado europeo?, 

http://digitooluam.greendata.es/view/action/singleViewer.do?dvs=1315438699644~716&locale=es_ES&VIEWER_

URL=/view/action/singleViewer.do?&DELIVERY_RULE_ID=4&search_terms=SYS%20=%20000003984&adjac

ency=N&application=DIGITOOL-3& (visitado por última vez el 3 de octubre de 2017)  
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Because of the many differences between these legal systems, it is important to explain how 

crowdfunding is regulated and how that regulation changes under Common law and Continental 

law  

Crowdfunding in the common-law system 

United States of America 

The U.S.A. is the country most developed on legislation about crowdfunding, it has had a specific 

legislation about the topic since 2012, this year the JOBS ACT was approved by the US congress. 

Before 2012 the way crowdfunding was regulated depended on the type of investment. Loans with 

interest or donations for organizations, innovative and artistic projects were easy to set up, but 

equity financing had far more stringent rules. The reason for this is that there was high requirement 

to be able to get funding through crowdfunding. For example, e-platforms needed a “broker-

dealer” license, delivered by the SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission), private individuals 

also had to be accredited by the SEC to invest money and had to prove they had a minimum of $1 

million of capital. The aim was to limit financial risks for individuals 14(Juredieu, 2016). 

Since those requirements were too strict, in 2012 the US Congress adopted the JOBS Act. Its 

primarily objective was to boost investments in small and medium-sized enterprises in a bleak 

economy by simplifying the capital raising process of crowdfunding. The main provisions of the 

act were the following 15  

 Companies can raise $1 million over 12 months.  

                                                           
14 Franck Juredieu & Sebastien Mayoux, Crowdfunding Legal Framework: An International Analysis, 

http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/bibliojaveriana-ebooks/detail.action?docID=4529650. Created from 

bibliojaveriana-ebooks (visitado por última vez el 3 de octubre de 2017)  

 
15 Íbid. 
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 The shares from equity financing are blocked for a year.  

 Companies registered outside the United States, as well as listed or investment companies 

cannot set up a crowdfunding system.  

 The amount contributors can invest in a project depends on their annual revenue: if this is 

higher than $100,000, the financer can invest up to 10% of revenue. If it is under $100,000, 

a maximum of $2,000 or 5% of revenue can be invested. 

Nevertheless, the JOBS Act still contains some formal requirements, such as the following: 

 Crowdfunding must be done using an accredited platform,  

 Information like the price to the public of the securities being offered, the target amount, 

the deadline for reaching the target and whether the company will accept investments in 

excess of the target, has to be provided to the SEC at least 21 days before the project 

begins. 

 When the funds raised are over $500,000, the company must provide documents regarding 

its financial situation. 

The adoption of the JOBS Acts has had some trouble because the SEC delayed its validation, 

therefore some states ratified the act without waiting for the approval of the SEC. In December 

2014, the SEC stablished a timetable for the implementation of the Act, by the day of today is fully 

implemented around the US. 

Canada 

Canada has no legal structure for crowdfunding, still, some Canadian provinces have chosen to 

formalize it. Saskatchewan, for example, developed a project called “Startup exemption”: Startups, 

small and medium-sized enterprises can raise $300,000 CAD over 12 calendar months using 
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crowdfunding; investors can give a maximum $1,500/deal CAD on crowdfunding portals; this 

offering is active online for 90 days. Also, the provinces of Ontario, Manitoba, Quebec, New 

Brunswick, and Nova Scotia stablished a project called “Crowdfunding Exemption,” which 

provides that16: 

 Startups, small and medium-sized enterprises can raise $1,500,000 CAD over 12 calendar 

months using crowdfunding.  

 Financers can invest $2,500 CAD per transaction and a maximum of $10,000 CAD per 

year. 

 

United Kingdom  

United Kingdom has promoted crowdfunding by giving it a flexible regulation regarding credit 

eased to encourage the investment in small and medium-sized enterprises. The SEIS (Seed 

Enterprise Investment Scheme) has introduced some measures, such as (Juredieu, 2016):  

 50% tax relief in the year of investment, for up to 100% for reinvested profits. 

 Compensation should be provided in case of loss during the transfer of shares, to reduce 

risks. 

 In order to protect the stakeholders, caps where implemented. Thus, the investor can put a 

maximum of GBP 100,000 into several companies and cannot hold more than 30% of a 

company’s shares. 

                                                           
16 Franck Juredieu & Sebastien Mayoux, Crowdfunding Legal Framework: An International Analysis, 

http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/bibliojaveriana-ebooks/detail.action?docID=4529650. Created from 

bibliojaveriana-ebooks (visitado por última vez el 3 de octubre de 2017)  
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 The receivers of funding must be of British nationality and permanently established in the 

United Kingdom. 

 The company must employ at least 25 employees and have assets under 200,000 GBP.  

 The receiving company’s corporate purpose must not be linked to any financing activities. 

Furthermore, the FCA (Finance conduct Authority) has regulated this kind of investment, focusing 

on equity crowdfunding and crowd lending. Since 2014 the FCA must authorize any platform 

operating such transactions. Also, it established the minimum capital to operate as crowd lenders, 

which by 2017 is 50,000 GBP.  

To protect investors, the FCA limited the investment to 10% of the company’s assets and ordered 

the platforms to provide complete and transparent information about the risks of investing in 

young, unquoted companies. 

 

Australia 

Australia has not made much progress regulating crowdfunding, it is far behind from the previous 

countries when it comes to legislation on the topic. The most significant regulation is that financers 

must own either $25 million or have annual earnings of at least $250,000, these requirements try 

to ensure the financial security of equity crowdfunding 17 

The CAMAC (Corporations and Market Advisory Committee) has called for a more flexible 

legislation but the Australian legislature has rejected the proposal.  

                                                           
17 Franck Juredieu & Sebastien Mayoux, Crowdfunding Legal Framework: An International Analysis, 

http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/bibliojaveriana-ebooks/detail.action?docID=4529650. Created from 

bibliojaveriana-ebooks (visitado por última vez el 3 de octubre de 2017)  
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New Zealand  

New Zealand does not have any kind of legislation regarding crowdfunding. Thus, the Financial 

Market Authority has stablished some regulation on equity crowdfunding. For starters, the 

crowdfunding platform need a license from this authority, also, companies seeking to use 

crowdfunding are obliged to respect certain conditions, they cannot raise more than $2 million a 

year and must provide the authority with a document describing the terms of funding prior to going 

ahead, if they have more than 50 shareholders, they have to follow the law regarding the purchase 

and sale of shares. It is interesting that there is one last condition that requires the users of 

crowdfunding to swear on their honor that funds will not be put to illegal use18 

Crowdfunding in the Continental law:  

Crowdfunding hasn’t been regulated in all the countries of this system. Countries such as Italy and 

France have regulated crowdfunding as a tool for entrepreneurs to get funds from the public. 

Italy 

Italian law established crowdfunding in decree No. 179/2012. This decree basically says that 

crowdfunding is a way to make Italian economy grow. Here it is important to mention that in, 2013 

the Italian commission of the financial markets made some changes to the decree and now 

crowdfunding is only for innovating startups, this means startups who have been operating less 

than 48 months and doesn't share profits, also their total production must be a sum that not exceed 

5 million. Finally, their filed of operation is restricted to innovate products or services.  

                                                           
18 Íbid. 
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The startups also need these requirements:  

 Employ people who have PhD or any master in research. 

 Invest 15% of the production value cost on research and develop. 

  They have to get patents on inventions.  

Indeed, what Italian law is looking for through the decree is to make crowdfunding a safe way of 

investing. The law talks about transparency because the company has to show its relevant 

information to the public. Italian legislation also requires important limits and financial securities 

so the donations online cannot exceed 5 million. Finally, the law place duties for the companies:  

 Duty of care to protect the investor. 

 Duty of confidence to protect investor information.  

 Some other duties that makes crowdfunding reliable under the Italian legislation.  

France 

France has also regulated crowdfunding with the order May 30, 2014. The French legislation is 

looking for flexibility and the security of the financing parties. Before the order of 2014 companies 

had to spend a lot of money in procedures to make the offer public. Nowadays, companies who 

want to offer a crowdfunding project do not have to write a prospectus to get the validation of the 

authority AMF (Autorité des Marchés Financiers). In order to get flexibility, the French law gave 

the purchase of participative financial securities a unique status: “participative investment 
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counselor (CIP).” CIP’S are legal persons and they are subject to a simple formality of registration, 

what they do is consulting in crowdfunding investment19. 

Under the French law, the platforms do not have any obligation to integrate an intermediary and 

there is no limit in donations from the public. As well as the law looks for flexibility, it also looks 

for the protection to the investor so a platform cannot make crowdfunding offers freely. Also, 

French law, as Italian legislation, places a system of duties to protect the interest of the investor. 

“They can also establish a policy to manage conflicts of interest. The Monetary and Financial Code 

also refers to the French AMF (Autorité des Marchés Financiers) General regulations, which 

provides other rules of good conduct. The protection of financers can also be seen in crowdfunding 

operations regulations, especially regarding loans and financial securities. The order contains 

several provisions made to protect the acting parties: any participative loan is regulated regarding 

the quality of its parties, its form, its length, and the amounts concerned.” 20 

Other countries  

There are countries who hasn’t regulated crowdfunding, Germany and Austria are the perfect 

example. These nations do not have a legal framework for crowdfunding. However, in Germany 

there is a law to force all the project of invention published on the Federal Ministry of Finance 

website. 

European Commission 

                                                           
19 Franck Juredieu & Sebastien Mayoux, Crowdfunding Legal Framework: An International Analysis, 

http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/bibliojaveriana-ebooks/detail.action?docID=4529650. Created from 

bibliojaveriana-ebooks (visitado por última vez el 3 de octubre de 2017) 
20 Franck Juredieu & Sebastien Mayoux, Crowdfunding Legal Framework: An International Analysis, 

http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/bibliojaveriana-ebooks/detail.action?docID=4529650. Created from 

bibliojaveriana-ebooks (visitado por última vez el 3 de octubre de 2017)  
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Finally, it is important to say that under the European regulation startups that accept reclaimable 

funds from the public requires a license as a credit institution. If the project fails, the platform has 

to offer the investor the opportunity to reclaim funds that’s the way of protection to the investor. 

“crowdfunding will generally remain below the €5m threshold, where the Prospectus Directive 

(2003/71/EC, amended by 2010/73/EC) offers freedom to national lawmakers to implement a 

country-specific promotion regime. This freedom has resulted in many different national regimes 

ranging from full prospectus regimes to complete exemptions. Although the Prospectus Directive 

also contains a harmonized exemption that even pre-empts national regimes, namely for campaigns 

that do not exceed €100,000, this does not create a Europe-wide level playing field because many 

campaigns may exceed the €100,000 threshold” 21 

Chapter 3: Crowdfunding in Colombia  

Even though crowdfunding is popular all over the world, in Colombia, there is no law regulation 

for this funding alternative and it is mainly because the authorities consider that crowdfunding 

implies financial risk. In addition, the authorities consider that in a country with high rates of 

financial crimes it is very dangerous to allow the people to invest in projects with no security of 

compliance or profitability. This is the main reason why crowdfunding is not regulated. 

According to the Superintendence of finance (Superintendencia financiera) of Colombia the 

following aspects have kept Colombia from making a regulation on crowdfunding . 

                                                           
21 Kristof Buysere et al, A Framework for European Crowdfunding 

http://www.infoeuropa.ciejd.pt/files/database/000051001-000052000/000051102.pdf  (visitado por última vez el de 

octubre de 2017) 
22  Jorge Castaño Gutierrez, Crowdfunding ¿Una alternativa de financiamiento para pymes?, Superintendencia 

Financiera de Colombia (october 23, 2015), . http://www.iimv.org/iimv-wp-1-0/resources/uploads/2015/10/3-

JorgeCastano.pdf 
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1. The rights of investors which are protected by express mandate on the Colombian 

Constitution, thus an integral protection regime for the investor is developed.  

2. The expectation on a return on capital and interest 

3. The idea of capital contributors being considered lenders or capital investors 

4.  The need of the existence of a title (value) that supports the debt.  

5. The absence of a clear and transparent communication between contributors and money 

recipients about the payment of capital and interest.  

Indeed, there are many latent risk with crowdfunding, such as money laundering and the financing 

of terrorism. The reason for this is the anonymous nature of transactions and the lack of regulation, 

which allows crowdfunding platforms to finance illicit activities or carry out money laundering 

activities. Even with all the risks, it is important to mention that to the date, there are no known 

cases in which crowdfunding platforms have been used to carry out these types of crimes.  

Another risk is the fact that crowdfunding operations where money is lent or where an equity stake 

is received would carry the risk of being unable to liquidate the investments. This type of 

investment does not have a secondary market and therefore would have very low liquidity. The 

difficulty in valuing the portfolios acquired through equity crowdfunding is very high and makes 

it impossible to create a secondary market. 

In addition, the risks of platforms failures (operational risks), fraud and lack of transparency and 

disclosure are mention by the Superintendence as reasons to not regulate crowdfunding. 
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Because of the lack of regulation, the rules that applies to crowdfunding in Colombia are the 

criminal and financial laws about fundraising, illegal practice of financial activity, more specific 

the 1068 decree of 2015 and the article 316 of the penal code. 

At the beginning of 2017 the Unit of Normative Projection and Studies of Financial Regulation of 

the Ministry of Finance (Unidad de Proyección Normativa y Estudios de Regulación Financiera 

del Ministerio de Hacienda) issued a study on regulatory alternatives of crowdfunding, in which 

affirms the following: “in accordance with current regulations in Colombia, it is not lawful to 

develop the activity of financial crowdfunding. Although specific cases of schemes whose 

operating model does not exceed the limits established in the regulations for both collection and 

public offering of securities would be exempted from this prohibition, in practice, a model of 

operation with this limitation would detract from the massive nature that crowdfunding pursues”.23 

The Colombian government recognizes the importance of this activity and its benefits, therefore 

the government intends to adopt a definition of financial crowdfunding that identifies it as an 

activity that channels resources of several individuals to finance projects or businesses with the 

purpose of obtaining a profit, which would allow a more organized development of the figure. 

Indeed, the Government seeks to cover all fronts before giving approval to crowdfunding, so it 

will require entities to give the custody of the resources raised to be managed by the financial 

sector entities and to separate the accounts of the entities and the clients. 

 

__________________________ 

23Unidad de regulacion financiera Colombia, Alternativas de regulación del crowdfunding, (august 2016), 

http://www.urf.gov.co/urf/ShowProperty?nodeId=%2FOCS%2FP_MHCP_WCC-

049581%2F%2FidcPrimaryFile&revision=latestreleased 
 

http://www.urf.gov.co/urf/ShowProperty?nodeId=%2FOCS%2FP_MHCP_WCC-049581%2F%2FidcPrimaryFile&revision=latestreleased
http://www.urf.gov.co/urf/ShowProperty?nodeId=%2FOCS%2FP_MHCP_WCC-049581%2F%2FidcPrimaryFile&revision=latestreleased
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Chapter 4: Pros and Cons of Crowdfunding 

PROS 

• The most obvious one is that crowdfunding allows entrepreneurs to get funded without 

having to get into debt or having to pay an excessive amount of interest. 

• It also helps to gauge public interest before launching the new product. Therefore, the 

entrepreneur does not have to spend money on publicity, the way to get funded is also a way to 

publicity your own product. 

 

• Crowdfunding allows entrepreneurs to control their business without having to give away 

any aspect of it to get founded. 

• It allows to test elements of the product’s marketing, such as target consumers. 

• To get funded entrepreneur only need to present a project that resonates to the audience, on 

the other hand, in traditional investment scenarios entrepreneur must present to the investor a 

detailed business plan and the budget that justify the request for funding. 

• If the entrepreneur raises more money than needed, there is no reason to justify any 

additional dollar contributed. 

• In traditional investment scenarios, the failure of one project may carry negative 

consequences because it will be harder to impress an investor when there has been a previous 

project that has failed. But in crowdfunding, the consequences of failure are not as profound and 

it is easier to start over with a whole new project. 

• The product or service can be pre-sell without having to create the product yet. 
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CONS 

• Crowdfunding does not help the entrepreneur to create what it is necessary to run a 

business, it is not enough to have a great idea to start an enterprise, there are many concepts such 

as market viability, capital decision on equity and financial decisions that affect a business. This 

is one of the main reasons why projects fail after getting funded via crowdfunding and it is why 

the idea of an angel investor is still very popular. 

• To get funded the entrepreneur must show his idea out to the public, there is no testing on 

crowdfunding, and it may help the competition to get ahead because there is no confidentiality of 

any kind. 

• The investor is assuming a great risk because there is no mentoring on crowdfunding, so it 

is easier for projects to fail and investors to lose their money or their hopes if they were not after 

any profit. 

• Crowdfunding is based on getting funded by small amounts of money coming from a large 

number of people, this generates an enormous burden to entrepreneur who suddenly are 

responsible to fulfilled thousands of investors’ expectations. It also creates a huge administrative 

burden, for example, it is easy to give updates or information to a few investors, but it is really 

hard if there are thousands of them and the project is just starting. 
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Conclusions:  

Crowdfunding is a new and exciting way to get funding, thus it is not hard to understand why the 

common people are preferring to get funded this way, for starters entrepreneur only need a good 

idea and an appealing concept to attract investor, who most of the time are common people as well, 

there is no expertise needed. Therefore, is easier for people to get on board of this new and exciting 

way of getting funded. 

Nevertheless, crowdfunding is a really new concept in the world of finances, though some 

countries have regulated the topic. these regulations are nascent, the oldest being from 2011. Many 

others have not, such as Colombia, which considers that this method of financing has multiple 

risks. The previous argument supports the fact that there is a lot of legal insecurity about 

crowdfunding and a long way awaits ahead before everyone is on board with this method. 

In Conclusion, crowdfunding is an alternative that is still in progress to become a real investment 

option, the reality is that more people contributed to help people rather than to expect a profit of 

any kind, therefore it can’t be called a real investment option just yet, but with the exponential 

growth it is having, soon, many countries will start to regulate crowdfunding and it would be more 

clear the profit an investor can generate through a crowdfunding platform and it with clarity about 

this, it could start to being a real investment option. 
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